[Comprehensive analysis of the effect of null zone shifting surgery treatment on patients with infantile nystagmus syndrome].
Objective: To characterize the postoperative change of eyes related parameters of patients with infantile nystagmus syndrome(INS), so as to provide a reference for the clinical evaluation of postoperative effect and the rational arrangement of patients' follow-up time after operation. Methods: A retrospective study. Clinical and follow-up data of 17 patients diagnosed with INS at Department of Ophthalmology in Xinhua Hospital, School of Medicine, Shanghai Jiaotong University from June 2014 to December 2016 were collected. All patients with abnormal head posture (AHP) underwent null zone shift surgery. The operative methods were Parks 5-6-7-8, Anderson, Kestenbum 5-5-6-4,null zone shift combined with strabismus correction and vertical null zone transposition. Ophthalmological examination and eye movement were recorded, including best corrected binocular visual acuity (BCBVA), position of the null zone, expanded nystagmus acuity function (NAFX) and foveation time. Single factor repeated analysis of variance, independent sample t test and rank sum test were used for statistical analysis. Results: Among the 17 children, 6 were females and 11 were males. The age at surgery of the patients was 5-11 years.The follow-up time was (14.8±6.0) months. Preoperative BCBVA was 0.382±0.147 (corrected posture), 0.300±0.056 (AHP); foveation time was (0.594±0.011)s;position of null zone was 23.570°±0.118°. The BCBVA at three months after operation was 0.318±0.044 (corrected posture), 0.260±0.045 (AHP); foveation time was (0.950±0.146)s; position of null zone was 5.360°±1.107°. The BCBVA at six months after operation was 0.264±0.039 (corrected posture), 0.230±0.037 (AHP);foveation time was (1.496±0.233) s; position of null zone was 6.070°±1.303°. The BCBVA at twelve months after operation was 0.309±0.039 (corrected posture), 0.250±0.045 (AHP);foveation time was (1.455±0.201) s; position of null zone was 9.290°±8.520°. There was statistical difference between the data of pre-operation and post-operation(all P<0.05). Change of null zone position was identified in six patients after six months.The preoperative NAFX of patients with presence of change of null zone positon was 0.308±0.063 (the primary position), 0.393±0.210 (null zone); BCBVA was 0.450±0.043 (corrected posture), 0.417±0.031 (AHP); foveation time was 0.122 (0.080-1.014)s. The postoperative NAFX of those patients was 0.430±0.090(the primary position), 0.471±0.140 (null zone); foveation time was 0.438(0.170-1.450) s. The data above were lower than that of patients with no regression of null zone[0.523±0.142,0.601±0.110,0.200±0.063,0.250±0.076,0.725(0.230-1.440)s,0.610±0.160,0.680±0.120,0.975(0.380-2.000)s]. The difference was statistically significant(all P<0.05). Conclusions: Null zone shifting surgery is an effective approach for treating INS. Reduction in the null zone position can be observed in some patients at 6 months after operation, which was related to NAFX, BCBVA and foveation time. It is recommended to extend the follow-up time to at least 6 months after the operation. (Chin J Ophthalmol, 2019, 55:13-19).